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INTELLIAN WORLDVIEW™ TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES GLOBAL SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEPTION

Nor-Shipping 2011, Stand A1-15

Irvine, Calif. – Intellian Technologies, the world’s technological leader in marine satellite antennas, is presenting the latest Intellian t110W 3-axis satellite TV antenna with on-demand content support to the European shipping industry at Nor-Shipping 2011. Giving even greater coverage, programming and functionality than previously, the upgraded Intellian t110W incorporates the newly designed, multi-band WorldViewTM LNB (Low Noise Block-Down Converter) and decoder for DVB-S2 Digital TV reception.

The 1.05 metre (41.3 inch) Intellian t110W delivers a virtually limitless selection of free and pay Standard Definition and High Definition programming all over the world with one LNB module; providing captains and crew with on-demand entertainment offshore, just as they would onshore.

— Continued on next page —
The antenna’s control unit adjusts the WorldView LNB module and the patent-pending Auto-Polariser to the required polarisation and frequency for satellite reception. The satellite TV provider is selected electronically, eliminating the need to purchase multiple LNB modules, reconfigure complex systems and manually change the LNB unit inside the antenna dome each time the vessel crosses into a different satellite service region. The multi-band frequencies and auto-polarised design allow seamless connectively to any channel on any satellite worldwide.

The antenna is compatible with Ku-band and has a wide elevation range of -15 degrees to +120 degrees and a maximum roll of +/- 25 degrees and pitch of +/- 15 degrees. The high gain design with minimum EIRP 42 dBW, gives a broad coverage area, making the system ideally suited to vessels travelling through varying satellite service regions.

The t110W is easy to install, operate and maintain. It contains minimal cables and accessories, has built in GPS and an automatic Skew-Angle Control System. Its 19 inch rack mount control unit allows free system upgrades, when required.

Designed and tested to excel in all sea states and weather conditions, all Intellian antenna systems are manufactured to withstand the company’s industry-leading standards for vibration and resonance frequency, as well as extreme shock.

Availability: The t110W is available for delivery from stock in the USA, Europe and Asia.

About Intellian Technologies
Intellian is the global leader in maritime satellite communication antenna systems. Founded in 2004, the fastest growing company in the industry, Intellian has delivered over 15,000 antennas in just five years. Intellian offers a full line of VSAT communications and satellite TVRO antennas for recreational boats and ocean vessels in the commercial, oil & gas markets, and the military. Intellian exports its product to 6 continents and over 40 countries and has established 300 contracted dealers and a support network worldwide. Intellian is headquartered in Seoul, South Korea and has U.S. operations in Irvine, California and Seattle Washington and Rotterdam, Netherlands.

For more information about Intellian call +1 (949) 727-4498 or visit www.intelliantech.com.
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